EXPRESSION OF INTEREST – NOMINATION TO THE ABC TRUST MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
INTRODUCTION
ABC Foundation Limited (ABCFL) was established in May 2016 and is a charitable member-based organisation. ABCFL
delivers On-Country programs for Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people, aimed at creating opportunities in looking
after country. ABCFL’s vision is to increase opportunities for Aboriginal people, whilst remaining connected to
country. ABCFL offerings include services in education, training, employment and economic development.
In April 2018, ABCFL was awarded DGR Status and formed a public fund called the ABC Trust under the Register of
Environmental Organisations to manage incoming and outgoing donations. The ABC Trust is seeking an expression
of interest for ‘responsible persons’ to appoint to its Management Committee. With a number of current vacancies,
a nomination form must be filled in for each committee member for assessment by the Department as being
‘responsible persons’.
For more details on ‘responsible persons’ please read page 8 of the REO Guide which can be found here:
https://www.environment.gov.au/system/files/pages/53ca6702-48ad-414a-bf24-60e253d5ad0d/files/reoguide-2003_0.pdf
COMPANY & PUBLIC FUND VISION AND PURPOSE
Vision: Generational self-empowerment of Aboriginal people “Looking after Country”.
Mission: Aboriginal people leading the growth of a sustainable land and sea economy.
Purpose: Supporting Aboriginal Custodians to protect, promote, manage and enhance the natural resources held
within Aboriginal land and sea country in Australia.
As stipulated by the Register of Environmental Organisations, donations to ABC Trust can only be used for:
1. The protection and enhancement of the natural environment or of a significant aspect of the natural
environment; or
2. the provision of information or education, or the carrying on of research, about the natural environment
or a significant aspect of the natural environment.
LEGAL ENTITY
ABC Foundation is a company limited by guarantee in accordance with Corporations Act 2001 (Cth).
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
The key roles of the Management Committee include:
•
•
•
•

Ensuring that all funds dispersed from the ABC Trust are compliant with requirements set out by the REO;
Establish, maintain, and implement guidelines that guide the Trust functions and supports communication
out to available applicants as funds become available for distribution.
Work with the ABC Foundation Board and appropriate sub-committees to develop strategies to increase
income into the trust to support its purpose above; and
Work actively to promote, support and increase an awareness and understanding of the ABC Trust and its
available functions to support future impact investment.

KEY SELECTION CRITERIA
ABC Foundation is seeking expressions of interest for Management Committee members with a range of
qualifications, skills and backgrounds and applicants must be deemed under the department as a ’responsible
person’. Being a public fund we are seeking a desirable interest in applicants that have ‘social impact’ investment
experience within their relevant field and/or governance and finance background. Desirable but not essential are
applicants with an understanding of the Aboriginal Biodiversity Conservation landscape.
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SELECTION
ABC Foundation has established a Nominations Committee (NC). The NC will consider the selection of individuals to
stand for election as Management Committee as per the departmental guidelines. The NC will determine the
suitability of the nominees and place nominees to the Board for their consideration.
Nominees for the Management Committee positions must declare any positions they currently hold with other
organisations, including as an Office Bearer, Director or a paid employee. Each nomination will be interviewed by
an elected ABC Foundation Board member and its CEO.
CONDITIONS
ABC Trust Management Committee positions are voluntary in nature, with committee members receiving financial
incentives for its meetings. The majority of all meetings are managed through video/telecommunications and when
suitable, face to face meetings will occur. Travel and accommodation expenses incurred during ABC Management
Committee activities are reimbursed at cost.
EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
Expressions of interest should be in writing, with a short letter addressing the key selection criteria and include a
resume. If you wish to discuss this application further with the CEO, please arrange contact via
admin@abcau.com.au .
Please complete and send your application either by email or post by 30 June 2020 to:
Alison Sentance, Chief Executive Officer
ABC Foundation
PO Box 310, Carnarvon WA 6701
Email: alison@abcau.com.au
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